In our efforts to continuously address school safety we have developed plans to improve the traffic flow as our students and ITHSA families travel to and from school. We are asking for your assistance with drop-off and pick up. Below are the newly adjusted routes for our ITHSA for the 2014-2015 school year.

Mornings (7-7:30). Afternoons (2-3:30)

- All parents dropping off students should enter the parking lot by using 60th St. (HWY K) entrance.

- Upon entering the parking lot, parents will only be allowed to make a Right Turn into the student drop off area. Traffic entering from the North (52nd St.) WILL NOT be allowed to make a left turn into the drop off area.

- Upon exiting the student drop off area, cars will be required to make a Right Turn North toward 52nd street (158). Traffic WILL NOT be allowed to return South to 60th Street exit. There are several points of exit following this traffic flow including Green Bay Road and two exits onto 52nd Street.

- Do not park in the drop off area.

- Right Turn only directions will be painted on the pavement and barricades will be put in place to direct traffic.

- Cars dropping off and picking up should not enter the bus lane.

- Cars picking up students should not park on the EAST side of the building near the athletic area, as doing so blocks entry/exit for our buses serving students with special needs.

- The visitor parking lot will be closed to traffic on the south side. Visitors will have to go through the student drop of area and enter the visitor lot through the North entrance.

- In order to minimize overall wait time, please pull all the way through the circle to the designated drop off area. Also, please have your students ready to exit your car upon stopping (book bags/lunches in hand).

- Expect significant delays during the first few weeks of school as traffic adjusts to the new patterns.

- Be aware that traffic is typically at its peak between 7:10-7:25. Expect delays during this time.
-Student drivers should enter and exit the student lot using the South Entrance/exit. Upon exiting the parking lot after school students should make a left and exit onto 60th Street.

-As we have the largest population of students in the district, we ask that you be patient, cautious, courteous and careful when dropping off and picking up your children.